WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the "-ail" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START

bail fail hail take rain
lane tale name jail rake fame
pain pail nail mail male lame
fake rail sale cake game rail
pair sail tail wail made pay
cave late main snail trail FINISH
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WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the “-ain” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START gain late pair date lake
wail pain pail stake mail wait
pane main rain vain chair tale
tape mail play brain chain train
cave scale same flair tray plain
game pale vase make wage FINISH
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the "-ake" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START bake tame pave gate bait
late cake fake brake blade cane
chair name fate flake male pain
hair rake make lake tape jade
cage sake date wave tale train
vain shake take wake snake FINISH
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COLOR THE "-AME" WORDS TO REACH THE END OF THE MAZE AND WRITE THE WORDS.

START  gain  lane  bake  made  rail
name  came  pave  gate  rake  hare
male  same  cane  main  lake  hay
pale  fame  tame  game  hail  play
rate  dare  wait  lame  flame  shame
mane  save  brave  drain  mate  FINISH

__________  __________  __________  __________
__________  __________  __________  __________
__________  __________  __________  __________
__________  __________  __________  __________
__________  __________  __________  __________
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-ane

Color the “-ane” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START cane lane pane late rake
mate frame cape mane tail make
tray hate fail sane wane gate
away lane tape chain crane snake
grape pail bay mail plane insane
baby race case whale tame FINISH
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Color the "-ate" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START  late  rain  cake  maid  pale
cape  mate  wake  pane  vase  snail
fate  date  rail  wage  plane  face
rate  cage  tale  same  tail  game
gate  hate  crate  main  wait  take
bake  race  plate  skate  grate  FINISH
-ay

COLOR THE "-ay" WORDS TO REACH THE END OF THE MAZE AND WRITE THE WORDS.

START  cave  sail  flake  wait  case
        play  day  same  spray  tray  pay
        cake  say  bait  clay  fail  jay
        tail  stay  bake  hay  tame  bay
        came  pray  may  gray  paid  away
        rage  make  pane  game  wade  FINISH

_________  __________  __________  __________
_________  __________  __________  __________
_________  __________  __________  __________
_________  __________  __________  __________
_________  __________  __________  __________
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Color the “-eed” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START seed beef bean fee neat
treat weed reed seat weep heel
peel sheep deed beak deal read
tree deep feed beep sleet leaf
seal keep need bleed green steep
leak meat wheel speed greed FINISH
Color the “-eel” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START seed lead deed free jeep
peel heel reel team seek heal
weep meet steel keep green sea
feat deer wheel kneel beak meal
feet week seal feel eel feet
deep queen sheep bead keel FINISH
WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the “-eep” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START keep beet seat been leap
heat beep heel peel meat seen
weed deep creep jeep sweep sweet
heat seem wheel kneel sleep sheep
bee need read feel seed weep
peek bead sheep steal three FINISH
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Color the "-eet" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START: week beef feel keen peep
beet feet meet heel beat tea
weed jeep fleet jeep sweep cream
read weed greet sheet sleep bean
fee need green sleet seal keep
beak meal deed sweet tweet FINISH
COLOR THE -EAK WORDS TO REACH THE END OF THE MAZE AND WRITE THE WORDS.

START beak leak week seat heal
heap deep peak beet feed team
seed speak teak feel weep beat
meet weak deer bleed heal tweat
leek tweak bleak lead peek weed
beam tweet creak freak sneak FINISH
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WORD FAMILY MAZE

Color the “-eam” words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START beam dream team seat bead
deal deep peak seam feed heat
heal creak real gleam leap bean
keep deed neat steam heal treat
seal weak mean cream scream read
beak tweet meal greed stream FINISH
Color the "-eat" words to reach the end of the maze and write the words.

START beat need leaf meal bean
lean meat team reap bead tweet
peat neat week seal weep seam
seat weak team heal deep read
feat heat bleat lead peak peep
weak feel cheat treat wheat FINISH
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